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I just want my money back. The language used is stilted and some places reads like a series of
unrelated words strung together in random patterns. No real explanation of foundational concepts is
present here. I would not recommend this book to anyone even if it was free.

When i decided to get this book i did so after reading several reviews of how great it was and how

its perfect for beginners, but i had been mislead. All those positive reviews i read came with a
disclaimer stating that they had recieved this book for free in exchange for an "honest" review. i
confidently went head and purchased this book. the language is terrible. makes little grammatical
sense and concepts are hardly explained. i'm not too much of a beginner, but it has been awhile
since i have done physics in school despite this i can tell you that basic concepts aren't explained
properly at all. I didn't even read through to the end. a couple of pages in and you will see how bad
this poorly written book is. i paid for this garbage and this is my honest review: save your money.
buy something else.

This was not at all what I expected. I was looking for something teaching about how circuit
components worked (eg. resistors, transistors, capacitors, etc.) and their different electronic
properties, but contrary to the description on the cover, this book doesn't even touch that subject.
This seems more a broad overview of the electronic engineering field - a lot of the material seems
more like a detailed college course description that doesn't actually teach any of the course content.
All that aside, this may be somewhat useful to someone getting into the field as a profession, but I
would definitely not recommend it for someone like myself who just does this as a hobby. And last
but not least, even if this was the content I wanted, it does not make a good audio book since there
are a lot of lists where, as another reviewer states, it seems like the narrator is just throwing out a
string of random words.

If your new to circuits this book by Solis Technology might be a good fit for you. I really loved that it
was written in plain English. I didn't have to be an engineer to follow along with the book. It
describes things in a well written concise manner but at the same time it still managed to be an n
interesting read for people who never gave a about circuit engineering.I

This book is so cool. My fiancÃ© wanted me to buy this book because he was looking into going to
school to be an engineer. I decided to read it too so that I could understand the things he was
discussing with me. There is so much information and detail in it. It's easy to understand and I have
learned so much.

I bought this for my brother, He is an engineer, He really enjoyed it. He said it was on more basic
appliances, but everyone has to start somewhere. After he read it I took a shot at it, nothing wrong
with opening and putting that brain to work. I recommend it, even if your not into engineering.

Typically, I'm not into nor do I understand anything techie, however, with everything connected to
technology it's important that i start to learn more! I also have quite a few engineering buddies that
often talk about work but it sounds like Greek to me! This book was very helpful as it taught me the
basics in a way that I could understand. I know understand a lot more about circuits and circuit
engineering. Very good read for anyone looking to start at a beginner level.

I enjoy this read there was a lot of information about circuit engineering. I learn a few new things.
There was some history on how it was born. I really enjoyed this read if you are looking to learn
about circuit engineering this is the book for you.
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